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Highlights

08 20 years of change
From windowed hard drives to pencil-modded CPUs, Richard Swinburne looks at how PCs have changed over the past two decades.

16 GeForce NOW
Nvidia’s game-streaming service is now out of beta. We try out the official experience.

20 Corsair air cooler
Corsair is well known for its all-in-one liquid coolers, but it’s now applied its R&D skills to a full-on CPU air cooler that’s a bit different to the norm.

40 CPU clash
We dive straight into the carnage between Intel and AMD, testing 15 of the latest CPUs, from 6-core workhorses to 16-core monsters.

68 Mods vs games
What’s the difference between a mod and a game? Rick Lane explores the impact of modding on PC gaming.

70 Black Mesa
We play through Crowbar Collective’s remake of Half-Life, which makes the disappointing Planet Xen section much more interesting.

76 How memory works
Don’t know your tRCD from your tCL? Edward Chester explains how your PC’s memory works its magic.

84 200 issues of Custom PC
Custom PC veteran Ben Hardwidge looks back to 2003, when the very first issue of Custom PC was being put together.

90 Iron Maiden
Two minutes to Midnight! Nope, wrong iron maiden, but still a good one. Ali Abbas based this stunning PC build on the infamous medieval torture instrument.

96 Hobby tech
Gareth Halfacree explores the hark back to 1990s social networking, the tilde.club, and tries out the Orange Pi 4 B and Pi Hut ZeroDock.

102 3D-print your own PC case
Modding extraordinaire Antony Leather shows you how to design a PC case from scratch with CAD, and then 3D-print it.

107 Retro tech: Slot processors
Holograms, black boxes and mountains of cache. Ben Hardwidge recalls the weird moment when Intel’s CPUs came in slot format.
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